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Abstract

Ž .The behavioral state of active or rapid eye movement sleep REMS is dominant during fetal life and may play an important role in
Ž .brain development. One marker of this state in fetal sheep is neck nuchal muscle atonia NA . We observed burst within burst NA

patterns suggestive of recurrent fractal organization in continuous 13 day in utero recordings of NA during the third trimester. Consistent
Ž .with fractal renewal processes, the cumulative mean and standard deviation SD diverged over this time and the tail of NA distributions

fit a stable Levy law with exponents that remained invariant over the periods of development examined. The Hurst exponent, a measure´
of self-affine fractals, indicated that long-range correlations among NA intervals were present throughout development. A conserved
complex fractal structure is apparent in NA which may help elucidate ambiguities in defining fetal states as well as some unique
properties of fetal REMS. q 1998 Elsevier Science B.V.

1. Introduction

According to some estimates, the mammalian fetus
spends 50 to 70% of the time in the state of active sleep

w xalso known as REMS or paradoxical sleep 1–5 . Many
have hypothesized that this state is fundamental in brain
development and that it provides an internal source of
stimulation which helps to organize the developing brain
w x3 . How REMS may accomplish this role is for the most
part unclear. Activity associated with REMS could incor-
porate a particular temporal organization that may enable
phasic events to structure many aspects of brain develop-

w xment 6 . We sought to test the hypothesis that REMS
associated behavior in the fetus is organized in a fashion
similar to other biological processes which have recently

w xbeen shown to have fractal organization in time 7–13 .
Though fetal REMS is homologous to adult REMS, events
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1 Published on the World Wide Web: 27 January 1998.

used to define this state in adults such as long periods of
activated EEG or loss of muscle tone occur more phasi-

w x w xcally in the fetus 3,14 . NA associated with REMS 15 is
considered a reliable indicator of this state in many birds
w x w x16 and mammals 17 and so it provides an external
marker of multiple state-dependent processes in the reticu-
lar formation, such as single unit activity, that are strongly
associated with REMS in adults.

We observed that neck nuchal muscle electromyogra-
Ž .phy EMG recordings during gestational days E121–E133

appeared to have a repetitive burst-within-burst pattern
Ž .over 3 to 4 orders of magnitude of time see Fig. 1 . This

pattern appears to be a form of statistical self-affinity and
has been described as fractal in time in other biological

w xdata 6,8,10–13 in contrast to well defined self-similar
w xfractal time processes 18,19 . We have hypothesized that

ambiguities in the definition of behavioral states in the
fetus may be due to the fractal nature of markers used to

w xdefine active sleep 6,17 . We also hypothesized, based on
Žthe unique informational characteristics of fractals i.e., the

repetition of statistically similar patterns or distributions on
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Ž . Ž .Fig. 1. Fractal bursting is apparent in nuchal activity with intervening periods of atonia on E122 Left Column and E134 of gestation Right Column . Left
Ž . Ž .column: Nuchal EMG activity sampled at 1 Hz along the vertical axis 2 volt range normalized to 250 standard units , plotted over 18 000 s 5 h on the

Ž .horizontal axis top trace . Rescaling the amplitude, vertical axis and time, the horizontal axis, over an 1800 and a 180 second subset of the original series
Ž .middle and bottom traces reveals smaller clusters within larger clusters of both muscle discharges and atonia. Right column: Nuchal EMG activity

Ž .sampled at 200 Hz along the vertical axis plotted over 5 s on the horizontal axis top trace . Rescaling time, the horizontal axis, over a 0.5 and 0.05 second
Ž .subsets of the original series middle and bottom traces reveals smaller bursts within larger bursts of muscle discharges. Notice the similarity between

columns suggesting that bursting in muscle unit activity over fractions of a second is statistically self-affine to bursting in EMG activity over hours

.different time scales , that REMS associated behaviors, if
fractal, could serve as a unique form of level independent
patterned stimulation to a variety of developing neuronal

w xand organ systems 6,17 . We undertook analysis of NA
periods to examine support for these hypotheses.

Burst within burst behavior in time has the property that
patterns observed at one sampling rate, say one ms, are
statistically similar to patterns observed at a slower sam-
pling rate, say one s. These nested patterns can be de-
scribed using the concept of self-similarity, a key property
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of fractal objects. Exactly self-similar fractal objects are
identical regardless of the scale or magnification at which

w xthey are viewed 7 . However, biological objects with
fractal properties appear statistically self-similar or self-af-
fine when viewed under different magnifications. Simi-
larly, time series can have statistically self-similar or self-

w xaffine properties 7,18,19 . This repetition of ‘self-likeness’
in behavioral time series can be described in different
ways. In geometric terms, if variation at different scales of
measurement occur along one dimension, such as time, it
is called ‘self-similar ’. If fluctuations appear over two
dimensions, such as time and amplitude, they are termed
‘self-affine’. In this circumstance, the time series is statisti-
cally invariant under a transformation that scales the time
and amplitude dimensions by different amounts, and is
similar to what is observed in Fig. 1.

The presence of self-similar or self-affine bursts over a
number of time scales also results in correlations between
events over all time scales. Long range correlations can be
examined with methods such as Hurst’s rescaled range

w x Ž .analysis 7 . In this method, the range r of the cumula-
tive deviation of sample values is normalized by the

Ž .standard deviation s in data windows of increasing length.
The power law exponent H is measured as the slope of

Ž . Ž .log rrs vs. log n ; thus H can indicate the existence of
correlated fluctuations in a time series collected over min-
utes, hours or days and can distinguish correlated fluctua-

w xtions from those of uncorrelated random noise 7 . H can
be intuitively understood as a probability directional change
— how likely it is that increases in a time series are
followed by increases and decreases by decreases, over
various time scales. Independent random uncorrelated or
shuffled time series have Hs0.5 indicating no correla-
tions; H-0.5 suggests that the directions of change will
be successively opposite; H)0.5 is called ‘persistence’
because the directions of change are in the same direction.

Recently, fractal behavior in time has been observed
throughout organisms, from bursting in ion channel cur-

w x w xrents 7 and miniature endplate currents 8 , to spike trains
w x w xin the auditory nerve 9 , primary visual cortex 10 , and

w xsearch behaviors in animals 11,12 . In the past this fractal
behavior in time was often mistakenly treated as indepen-
dent random events described by a Poisson distribution
with the assumption that correlations between events decay

w xexponentially in time as in a Markoff process 7,8,18 . In
fact, this bursting behavior appears Poissonian, lacking
long-range correlations, only when short data windows

w xwith minimal fluctuations are selected 8 . Long recordings
of bursting behavior result in high variability and counting
or interval distributions with long tails that can be charac-
terized as non-Gaussian stable distributions using the Levy´

w xformalism 20–23 .
Long term 24 h recordings collected over 13 days were

used in the present study to guard against the possible
problems encountered when applying fractal methods to

w xshort data windows 7,8 . The apparent fractal nature of

fetal active sleep was investigated by measuring NA pe-
riod length from EMG recordings obtained from fetal

w xsheep which are in REMS greater than 50% of the time 1 .
The measured period lengths were examined to determine
the nature of developmental changes in statistical proper-
ties of NA, specifically their non-Gaussian characteristics.
To examine long range correlations, NA periods were
subjected to Hurst analysis.

2. Materials and methods

Experiments were performed at the College of Veteri-
nary Medicine, Cornell University. Animal care was in
accordance with institutional guidelines. Five time-mated

Ž .pregnant ewes Ovis aries, Rambouillet Columbia stock
obtained from the Cornell University breeding facility
provided fetuses for this study. Ewes were acclimatized to
the laboratory for one week prior to surgery. Ewes were
housed in individual metabolism stalls, which permitted a
range of movements and body postures but prohibited
turning around so as not to damage catheters and elec-
tronic leads. All surgeries were performed at E112–114

Ž .using ketamine 5–10 mgrkg and glycopyrollate preanes-
thetic and tracheal halothane which also anesthetizes the
fetus. Midline laparotomy and incision through the uterine
wall provided access to the fetus. Chronic catheters were
placed in the external jugular of mother and fetus to
monitor blood gases as a means of determining preparation

w xviability 24 .
ŽRaw measurements from 3 EMG stitch-electrodes 2

. Ž .active, 1 indifferent placed on nuchal head levator mus-
cles were differentially recorded in a computerized data
acquisition system. Specifically, 50–200 mV signals were
amplified up to 2 volt full scale deflections and bandpass

Ž .filtered 3 Hz low to 300 Hz high , full wave rectified and
low pass filtered at 10 Hz to create the envelope of signals.
Fetal EMG was then resampled with an 8 bit ArD con-
verter at 32 Hz and averaged over 1 s intervals. Nuchal
tone was normalized to 0 to 250 amplitude units and
recorded continuously from E121 to 133, then stored in

Ž .digital form displayed in the left column of Fig. 1. . Full
wave rectified 200 Hz recordings prior to low pass filter-
ing and resampling are displayed in the right column of
Fig. 1.

To determine the statistical properties of this apparent
scaling behavior, two amplitude partitions of nuchal EMG

Ž .over the data set 13 days were examined to help distin-
Ž .guish noise from NA durations. The first partition P1 was

constructed by observing the range of variation of EMG
amplitudes. Typically this ranged from F7 out of a
possible 250 arbitrarily scaled amplitude units across 13
days in which F7 would be considered atonia and events
of amplitude G8 would not. The more stringent partition
Ž .P2 was contingent on the total absence of nuchal tone
F3 and was applied by observing the lowest EMG ampli-
tude across the record and counting the duration in seconds
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of atonia. Other partitions were used with similar results
and are not reported here.

The Levy formalism provides a means of characterizing´
the stable properties of Gaussian distributions as well as
non-Gaussian distributions with high variance and long
tails. In this formalism the distributions are represented as
complex valued, exponential distribution functions with
four parameters indicating, respectively, location, symme-
try, global scale, and rate of convergence of the tail.
Disregarding the location and symmetry, working in the
reals and letting g'scale, a computable probability distri-

a

bution is p t s exp yg t cos t rC, 0 - a - 2 inŽ . Ž .Ž .Ž .
which C is an empirical constant, g controls the amplitude,
and a determines the rate of convergence of the tail of
Ž . w xp t across the range of NA durations in t 20–23 . Then
Ž .p t is used in a nonlinear fit to the real data distribution,

p t . For a Gaussian process with finite variance, as2;Ž .
if 1-a-2, the variance is nonconvergent but the mean,
t, can be computed; as1 is the well known Cauchy
distribution. If 0-a-1, the process is without a finite
mean and will require the use of the median of interquar-
tile indicators to locate the center of the distribution.

Hurst exponents were estimated by a segmentation pro-
w x Ž .cedure 7,18 : 1 the mean over the total available time

Ž .series of NA periods was calculated. 2 A range of
window sizes up to and including the total time series

Ž .length was generated. 3 The accumulated differences for
nonoverlapping segments of length equal to the window
size were determined by subtracting a period length from

Ž .the mean of the total record. 4 r, s And ratio rrs
Ž .determined for each window were then calculated. 5 rrs

Ratios for a collection of windows of the same length were
Ž .then averaged. 6 The procedure was repeated for all
Ž .window sizes. 7 The logarithms of the average rrs

values were then plotted against the logarithms of the
window sizes. The linear regression of a region of this line
having at least 2 averaged rrs values gave the slope which

Ž .is an estimate of the Hurst exponent H . Hurst analysis
was validated by the following randomization procedure: a
set of random numbers was generated for each file ana-
lyzed that ranged from zero to the size of the NA sequence
n, and stored in a parallel array. The random numbers were
sorted in ascending order by size. In this way the random
number corresponding to a particular n was used as an
index to reorder the values of an original NA sequence
which was then resubjected to Hurst analysis.

3. Results

Overall analysis of the statistical properties of NA
resulted in the following findings: As the sheep fetus
matures, there is a reduction in the number of NA periods
Ž .top plot of Fig. 2 and an increase in the mean length of

Ž .NA periods middle plot of Fig. 2 . The mean number of
atonia periods was found to significantly decrease with

Fig. 2. Developmental changes over days E121-E133 in the linear least
Ž .squares fits of the mean number of atonia periods Top and mean length

Ž .of atonia periods Middle over the gestational period for both partitions
Ž .P1, open square I; P2, filled square B in all animals. The linear least

Ž .squares fits of the mean of H illustrate Bottom the changes in persis-
tence for each partition. R represents the Hurst values computed follow-
ing randomization of the sequence data for both partitions, reflecting the
expected loss of long range correlations following shuffling of the
sequences. Error bars indicate the standard error of the mean for each
day.

gestational age for both partitions over the period of
Žobservation P1: F s10.460, p- .0001, P2: F s4,12 4,12
.4.879, p- .05 . While a priori trend analysis indicated

that the mean length of NA periods became longer for both
Ž . Žpartitions, P1 F s12.831, p- .005 and P2 F s1,64 1,64
.43.117, p- .01 .

The distribution of NA intervals, although Poisson in
Ž .appearance data not shown , were not found to have
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normal Gaussian characteristics. One simple test of whether
intervals of NA have the properties of a Poisson distribu-
tion is to determine if the mean is equal to the SD. For all
gestational days the effects of Day and the cumulative

ŽMoments mean and SD of nuchal atonia events summed
.progressively over 13 days were analyzed by separate

2-way repeated measures ANOVA for each partition. This
test detected a significant main effect of cumulative Mo-

Ž .ments generated from Partition 1 F s5.37, p- .0491,4
Ž .and Partition 2 F s25.23, p- .001 . The robustness of1,4

the difference between the cumulative mean and SD for P1
Ž . ŽMs14.104 vs. SDs18.85 s and for P2 Ms8.539 vs.

.SDs24.201 s argues against describing periods of NA as
having the statistical properties of a Poisson process.

The tails of NA distributions generated from the first
days 121–3 and last days 131–3 of development observed

wwere described by a convolutionally stable Levy law 20–´
x Ž .23 . Fitting p t to the probability distributions of NA as a

histogram of the real data to p t yielded estimates of aŽ .
ranging from 1.8224 to 1.8300 and g’s from 3.0062 to
3.0745 across animals and days. These single parameter,
least squares, Simplex estimates converged quickly and

Žhad small asymptotic standard error estimates all
.A.S.E.-0.008 . No consistent changes in a or g were

found between animals or within each animal across gesta-
tional days.

As illustrated in the bottom graph of Fig. 2, Hurst
analysis of 24 h records of NA periods yielded values of H
that range from 0.57 to 0.93 over E121 to E133 of
development, unlike Poisson distributed variables which
lack long range correlations. Over all days examined, H
estimates for P2 were higher than those for P1. In addition,
H estimates decreased with Day regardless of Partition
Ž .F s47.533, p- .0001 . Also illustrated in the bottom1,129

graph of Fig. 2, H calculated from randomized surrogate
Ž .data sets R of P1 and P2 ranged from 0.430 to 0.587 and

0.408 to 0.590, respectively, and were found to be signifi-
cantly different, independent of Partition, from estimates

Žderived from the original data 2 Hurst Estimates =2
Partitions: P1, F s572.221, p- .0001, and for P2, F1,4 1,4

.s723.525, p- .0001 .

4. Discussion

Four findings, three previously undescribed, emerged
from this analysis. First, in agreement with previous find-
ings, the mean length of NA periods increased while the
number of these periods declined with gestational age.
Second, supporting the hypothesis that the temporal pat-
terns of NA have fractal characteristics, the cumulative
mean and variance of NA periods diverged over develop-
ment, indicating that this marker of REMS has a non-Pois-
son distribution and statistical properties typical of fractals
w x7 . Third, supporting both the fractal and non-Poisson
nature of fetal active sleep, NA distributions generated
from the first 3 and last 3 days were found to be stable and

non-Gaussian with long tails described by invariant charac-
teristic exponents in the range of nonconvergent variance,
1-a-2, but having convergent means over this develop-
mental period. Finally, supporting the self affine fractal
nature of REMS, Hurst analysis indicated that NA periods
were strongly persistent and exhibited long range correla-
tions, despite developmental changes in NA length and
number.

The relevance of these NA measurements to REMS is
strongly supported by the statistically significant develop-
mental decreases in NA period number with concomitant
increases in NA period duration which occurred across all
subjects. This decrease is concordant with previous reports

w xof fetal and neonatal REMS in sheep 1,4 , other mammals
w x w x5 and humans 2 , making it unlikely that the observed
phasic NA periods are due to noise or recording artifacts.

One signature of fractals is the non-convergence of the
statistical moments describing the distribution of a time

w xseries 7 . For fractal bursting sequences in time, the longer
the period of data collected, the greater the value an outlier
may obtain. This signature, common to many fractal time
processes, is the antithesis of the Central Limit Theorem
governing normal stable Gaussian distributions; that is, as
more data points are accumulated, the variance is divergent

w xand, in some cases, the mean as well 7 . We observed
that, as the sample size increased, the cumulative variance
of NA was divergent and the distribution did not appear to
have Poisson characteristics. In fact, the distributions were
non-Gaussian with divergent variance as indicated by ap-
plication of the Levy formalism. This is contrary to other´
shorter observations of fetal behavior where motor activi-
ties in fetuses have characteristically been treated as inde-
pendent random events with the inter-event intervals de-

w xscribed by a Poisson waiting time distribution 25–27 .
The finding of H)0.5 for all fetuses and all days

suggests that these burst-within-burst patterns of NA have
long-range correlations over 24 h and further supports the
view that NA periods are not well described as the inde-
pendent random events of a Poisson distribution. Other
systems with bursting patterns over many time scales such

Ž .as World Wide Web WWW traffic patterns have also
been unsuccessfully modeled with Poisson assumptions
w x23 . When self-similarity was assessed in WWW traffic
with Hurst analysis and the Levy formalism, correlated H´
and a values were observed to reoccur over different time
periods, supporting the complementary nature of these

w xmeasures for self-affine burst-within-burst behavior 22 .
In keeping with the developmental decline in NA period

number, and in contrast to the correlated nature of H and
a values, a significantly decreasing linear trend in Hurst
exponent means with day was also observed. This trend is
not unexpected due to the developmental decrease in nuchal
atonia event numbers and the effects of smaller sample

w xsizes on Hurst estimates 28 ; however it might also indi-
cate a developmental change in the fractal pattern of NA.
Extended recording of nuchal EMG at faster sampling
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rates is needed to counter the developmental effect of the
declining number of NA periods before the existence of a
developmental trend in the Hurst exponents can be con-
firmed. Our analysis was limited to three orders of magni-
tude due to the necessity of examining 24 h 1 Hz records
Ž .defined as one gestational day . It should be noted that
recent applications of Hurst analysis to nonbiological data
argue for five or more orders of magnitude to rule out

w xcrossover effects 29 .
Fetal and neonatal sleep states, due to their highly

variable nature, have in the past proven more difficult to
characterize than adult sleep states, although adult sleep

Žstates also demonstrate greater variability i.e., brief state
.transitions and microsleeps when viewed over shorter

w xtime windows 2,3,14 . The restriction of fetal state defini-
tions to a single arbitrary time window, as is standard

w xpractice in adult EEG measurements 30 , may effectively
alias the higher frequency variability into the more slowly
sampled time windows. Thus, the variable nature of fetal
states could be explained by the higher frequencies of
phasic events contained in the fractal nature of fetal state
markers. In support of the general fractal nature of other

w xfetal state markers, Szeto et al. 31 have found fractal
scaling in the bursting of fetal sheep breathing patterns
over the last trimester, which are also characteristically

w xassociated with REMS 1,4 . The first author has also
measured fractal bursting patterns in nuchal EMG recorded
from 2 to 12 day old postnatal rats with values of H and a

w xsimilar to fetal sheep 13 . The variable nature of these
state markers at macroscopic scales may result from verti-
cal summation of microscopic sources of fractal bursting
w x6 , analogous to what has been observed for the origins of

w xfractal bursting patterns of WWW traffic 22,32 . For
w xexample, Lowen et al. 8 have observed fractal bursting in

miniature endplate currents from single embryonic Xeno-
pus motor neuron-myocyte synapses, which are remark-

Žably similar to fractal bursting in NA compare Fig. 1 with
w x.Figure 1 in 8 . If motor neurons fire with similar patterns,

the asynchronous nature of fractal bursting may provide a
mechanism to differentiate cartels of synapses in polyneu-

w xronally innervated muscle fibers 3,14 . From this perspec-
tive, twitching observed in the gross behavior of fetal
animals may have its origin in vertically summed fractal
bursting in developing motor neuron pools. Parsimo-
niously, the repetition of statistically similar patterns on
different time scales could explain why the REMS state is
relatively robust to deprivation effects and is pervasive
within an organism and over behavioral development: it
can provide patterns of stimulation to developing neuronal
and organ systems that are independent of time and level
of organization.

In conclusion, we found support for the hypothesis that
NA, a behavior associated with REMS, has recurrent
fractal organization in time that may serve to structure
developmental processes. Fractal organization was ob-
served over each 24 period of 13 day in utero recordings

of NA during the third trimester in fetal sheep. Normal
developmental consolidation of NA was accompanied by
statistical properties typical of fractals such as divergent
SD and long range correlations which were present
throughout this period. The highly variable behavior of
macroscopic state markers associated with REMS may
arise from the vertical convergence of statistically self-af-
fine patterns from microscopic sources. Thus difficulties
characterizing fetal behavioral states may ultimately result
from the intrinsic variability present in state markers re-
gardless of the time period over which they are observed.
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